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Chapter 3 Therapeutic Relationships and Kinesthetic Empathy by Diana Fischman. 

About
Kinesthetic empathy is a core cocnept that has long been mentioned in Dance 
Movement Therapy literatire. Emathy is the ability to understand another’s feelings, 
an attempt to expereince someones else ife. It’s used within dance to create a 
connection to those viewing the performance of the dancer. Through Kinesthetic 
empathy there is certain ways to reconnect with the veiwer and understanding.  The 
paper also talks about the power of emotion and movement. A complex system 
of processes and degrees of muscular tension relaxation allow affects to emerge. 
Emotion is important to Kinethetic empathy as it allows the audience to gage what 
you are doing. 

To understand other human brings sometimes implies overcoming a gap through 
mechanisms such as simulation, imitation, echoing or using our imagination.  This 
manner of understanding empathy implies that not everyone empathises with 
everyone. The idea of Kinesthetic empathy also links to neuroscience. Neuroologists 
have stated that the ability to understand others is rooted in the nature of our 
interactions. 

Relation to the project and theme of Rhythmic Gymnastics 
Rhythmic gymnastics is often trying to tell the story and connect to the audience. 
Kinesthetic empathy relates to this idea within the topic of the Rhythmic 
Gymnastics. 

Methods and Methodologies Task 

Methods/Methodolgies relating to my project: 
- Type Design
- Behaviour Change 
- Embodiement of Design

Type Design
Typography and type design is about designing characters and often evoke a sense 
of the project. There are connections between the body and anotmoy of type design 
which create the connection between movement of the body and charcater form. 

Behaviour Change 
Changing the behaviour of the taregt audience via getting them involved with the 
design outcome. The aim of the projectis to get people to understand the nature of 
the sport. 

Embodiement of Design 
The final type of embodiment is arguably the most familiar among design researchers 
interested in interaction design as it touches on notions central to design disciplines 
focusing on new media interaction, tangible design and interaction design in general


